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About This Game

Sparks Dimension is an independent sandbox game where you can build your own base on this alien Planet, design and
manufacture your own vehicles and Aircraft, and even use your own spliced weapons to fight wild monsters

 Game Features

 Free Item Editor
In the built-in editor of Spark Dimension, you can design a wide variety of aircraft, vehicles, and weapons. And use them to

explore the unknown planet and live

 Workshop
Once you've finished using your in-game editor, you can upload your works to the Workshop and share it with other players!

Endless Map
The planet of SparkDimension are randomly generated by complex program algorithms, and are filled with infinite possibilities

Gorgeous Visuals 
The image effects of SparkDimension are the result of long-term development, with extensive use of PBR materials and camera

effects to give you a excellent visual experience

 Custom Language Packs
The language packs of SparkDimension are using unencrypted document format, everyone can improve the game language pack
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and shared through Workshop to other people.
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Title: SparkDimension
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Asixa
Publisher:
Asixa
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 64bit

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Support DX9 or higher

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,German,Danish,Ukrainian,Russian,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Turkish,
Greek,Norwegian,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Thai,Swedish,Romanian,Finnish,Dutch,Port
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sea doo spark dimension. chevrolet spark dimension. dji spark dimension. chevy spark dimensions. spark dimension data. spark
dimension requisitos. spark dimension reduction. design spark dimension

Best for Newcomer
Worst for Professional
Good for Medium Taks Editing
Uninstall your Illegal software and buy this while discount. All important problems and bugs in this game are already written
down by others.

I'd like to recommend this game if there will be some mayor game improvments and bug fixes.. Honestly? It is an interresting
idea of a game.
Fighting for your daily lifes, killing zombies with a slot machine and a bit of a good eye when to press the button to slow it
down.

BUT

It looks like an early access game, not only because its not finished, but there are still a few bugs in the system.
You can start the came now if you read the discussion part, where its explained easily,(after always crashing when trying to
start) but that something like that is even necessary is a big no go. And there are some guys I should be able to talk to, but
nothing happens when I press the button.
Some dialogues are a bit short, and there could be more moralty choices.
The game gets easily boring after 25 days of killing zombies with a slot machine, breaking locks with a short minigame and
looking for resources. The storyline of the mainstory is incredibly short, and some of the sidestories are interesting, but there are
to big gaps between them, so you will stop the game out of boredom before even getting to them.
Music is (more or less?) one soundtrack, and the drawing of the characters is nothing special.. Good game lmao. This is most
certainly a fun little "time-waster", made by the Worms and Alien Breed creators; Team17. Although you might not find
yourself playing it for hours on end, it's definitely good to do in small bursts, when you've got a few free minutes.

And if you don't think that $10 is an appropriate price, just get it in one of the Worms bundles it's in; those bundles are all worth
looking into!. I... Love... This... Game!

This is so cool. It's a wonderful combination of a RPG and a Visual Novel, that has you play a female role and save her home. I
have yet to finish it, which demonstrates the complexity of the plot and how long it is. As I've mentioned in a previous review, I
love RPGs that get me hooked on the story and VNs with more than one ending. This game has BOTH. Not only does it have
both, it has side quests left, right and centre. Not only that, it has tons of achievements, some to do with the story, some not and
an achievement for finding all of the endings.

My only gripe with this game, is the grinding. Which is what's currently holding me up in the game play.. You think you can
beat me in 123?. I was very disapointed that this game is a survival horror game I didnt see that part in the game description it
says puzzle horror game with creepy atmasphere sounds good except for the puzzle part is trying to get out of the office and
trying to avoid the invisible force the graphics are not the best neither is the gameplay the cost of the game is ok but why give
money away.
I played a game (well a lot of games based in offices I cant think how many) but recently it is called CASE ANIMATRONICS
very much like this and it was entertaining for a few hours.
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smooth gameplay so far, but I want to test the vehicles - someone message me if you have access to the vehicle test server.. An
alright puzzle game for it's price, but gets boring quite quickly. Controls could be better too.. I wanted so badly to recommend
this game. It's got a really cool concept and set up, the world design and music are fantastic, but there's a few significant
drawbacks:

- Really limited interface and front-end options - no option to adjust mouse sensitivity or reverse y-axis
- Movement feels like it's frequently having trouble getting around terrain, even if you don't get completely stuck
- Very short (play through for me was 25 minutes, and I took my time)

Devs, if you're listening, the reviews are full of (mostly) wonderful advice to improve this game. With a little more polish and a
lower price, this would be recommended for sure. Please keep creating because you're so close to making a hit!. Good old game,
thou it gets boring fast 7/10. Great game, just don't get it on Steam. I remember enjoying playing this a few years ago when I
bought it in store when it first came out. Since then I've lost the CD and randomly thought to buy it again. I downloaded it from
Steam and immediately noticed that the file was corrupted. The skins for many objects are missing and the game crashes
nonstop. After a week of owning it now it crashes back the desktop as soon as the game loads. First I thought it had just installed
bad so I reinstalled it but had the same problem. I quick google search of my problem revealed that I'm not the only one who is
having issues with Steam's version of this game. It's a shame they have a no refund policy. As advice to anyone thinking of
buying this; go for it! It's so fun for tycoon lovers. Just don't get it from Steam.. Really good game with a few bugs here and
there but its genuinly amazingly good for an indie game that was worth a cereal box or two. I like it alot. I did find a glitch or
bug and it was to do with the food and wood. What happened was I killed a deer and then I was freezing!!!! O_O. So I had to
get wood... I couldn't because of the food taking the inventory slot. So what I did what click on the food to get it out of my
inventory and then I could pick up wood O_O. The food glitched into the wood. I got a fire running and yeet!. I love FMV
games or even realistic looking cheesy games.

Harvester, and phantogasma to name a few.

More of those titles should be remasted or even bring new games to the genre.. love the game

i can only play with keyboard which i don't like to much, please add joypad also,

thanks
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